
                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

Pipe flow analysis using HyperMesh 

and acusolve

By Rahul Ponginan 

Note that the model and analysis parameters are arbitrarily chosen,

procedure alone.  

In this tutorial you will   

• Learn to Surface mesh >

• Learn the basic interaction with AcuConsole 

• Set-up the problem to solve a laminar pipe

• Launch and Monitor AcuSolve 

• Post-Process using AcuFieldView 

This tutorial is based on the CAD model p

CFD volume from CAD part 

Step 1 - Open the finished model from the tutorial mentioned above into HyperMesh.

File > open > choose the downloaded model

 

Step 2 – Surface Meshing 

Go to automesh panel from the panel button, icon or from menu bar as shown below

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

Pipe flow analysis using HyperMesh 

and acusolve 

Note that the model and analysis parameters are arbitrarily chosen, this is to demonstrate the 

Learn to Surface mesh > volume mesh with boundary layer for CFD using HyperMesh. 

Learn the basic interaction with AcuConsole  

up the problem to solve a laminar pipe-flow  

Launch and Monitor AcuSolve  

Process using AcuFieldView  

This tutorial is based on the CAD model prepared for CFD meshing as per the tutorial, 

finished model from the tutorial mentioned above into HyperMesh.

> choose the downloaded model 

Go to automesh panel from the panel button, icon or from menu bar as shown below
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Pipe flow analysis using HyperMesh 

o demonstrate the 

volume mesh with boundary layer for CFD using HyperMesh.  

repared for CFD meshing as per the tutorial, How to extract 

finished model from the tutorial mentioned above into HyperMesh. 

 

Go to automesh panel from the panel button, icon or from menu bar as shown below 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

Use size and bias with element size three, with full tria element type. 

parameter is set to elements to surface component. 

Select all the surfaces and click on mesh

 

Step 3 – Check the 2d mesh to ensure enclosed volume

1. Go to the edges panel  

 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

 

Use size and bias with element size three, with full tria element type. Make sure the organizing 

parameter is set to elements to surface component.  

Select all the surfaces and click on mesh 

Check the 2d mesh to ensure enclosed volume 
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Make sure the organizing 

 

 

 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

 

 

2. Select all the components and check for free edges

 

 

3. Ensure the model passes the check, check the status bar for below message. 

 

 

4. Enter the CFD Tetramesh panel and check the 2d mesh there as well using the check 2d 

mesh option there 

 

5. Select all the meshed components and click on check 2d mesh

 

 

6. Use the default mesh check parameters or change as required

 

 

7. Click Run and check the status bar for the ok message

                     

Step 4- CFD tetramesh 

1. Select wall component for fixed with boundary layer, and then select inlet1, inlet 2 and 

outlet components for fixed without boundary layer. 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

Select all the components and check for free edges 

Ensure the model passes the check, check the status bar for below message. 

 

Enter the CFD Tetramesh panel and check the 2d mesh there as well using the check 2d 

Select all the meshed components and click on check 2d mesh 

Use the default mesh check parameters or change as required 

 

Click Run and check the status bar for the ok message 

 

for fixed with boundary layer, and then select inlet1, inlet 2 and 

outlet components for fixed without boundary layer.  
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Ensure the model passes the check, check the status bar for below message.  

Enter the CFD Tetramesh panel and check the 2d mesh there as well using the check 2d 

 

for fixed with boundary layer, and then select inlet1, inlet 2 and 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

 

2. In BL Parameters enter the following values and the following options 

 

3. Click on mesh 

 

4. Organize the created boundary layer and 

 

 

5. Delete the two empty components

 

 

6. Delete all the surface components > extract faces using  the faces option

 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

In BL Parameters enter the following values and the following options  

Organize the created boundary layer and tetcore mesh into the fluid component

 

Delete the two empty components  

 

Delete all the surface components > extract faces using  the faces option
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tetcore mesh into the fluid component 

 

 

Delete all the surface components > extract faces using  the faces option 

 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

 

 

 

7. Then create faces on all the components > organize the respective faces to the original 

surface components i.e. put the face elements on the face of the outlet into the outlet 

component.  

8. You will then need to scale the model to 1 thousandth the size using tool > scale as 

Acuconsole will read the model in metres. 

Step 5 – Transition to Acuconsole

1. Make sure all the components are displayed

 

2. Click on the acuconsole button

 

3. Provide a suitable location for the model file

 

 

4. Click on export, and say yes to information messages and transition then to acuconsole.

 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

Then create faces on all the components > organize the respective faces to the original 

ce components i.e. put the face elements on the face of the outlet into the outlet 

You will then need to scale the model to 1 thousandth the size using tool > scale as 

Acuconsole will read the model in metres.  

Transition to Acuconsole with the meshed model 

Make sure all the components are displayed 

Click on the acuconsole button 

 

Provide a suitable location for the model file 

and say yes to information messages and transition then to acuconsole.
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Then create faces on all the components > organize the respective faces to the original 

ce components i.e. put the face elements on the face of the outlet into the outlet 

You will then need to scale the model to 1 thousandth the size using tool > scale as 

 

and say yes to information messages and transition then to acuconsole. 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

 

Step 6 – set the problem parameters

1. Double-click or right-click 

2. In the Panels area, set problem parameters 

3. Give Title: T flow  

4. Give a Sub Title: Re about 1000 

5. Choose the Turbulence equation to be

6. Choose the Mesh type to be

 

1. Choose Auto Solution Strategy 

2. Use the defaults where possible

3. We select Steady state analysis 

4. Choose Max time steps: 100 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

set the problem parameters 

click → open on Problem DescripAon beneath Global in the Data tree 

In the Panels area, set problem parameters  

Sub Title: Re about 1000  

equation to be Spalart Allmaras 

e to be: Fixed  

Auto Solution Strategy  

where possible  

Steady state analysis  

Max time steps: 100 and Flow only  
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→ open on Problem DescripAon beneath Global in the Data tree  



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

 

Expand volume tree and double click on element set and change 

Make sure both the inlets have inlet type of mass flux with value 1.0 Kg/sec

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

Expand volume tree and double click on element set and change model to water.

 

Make sure both the inlets have inlet type of mass flux with value 1.0 Kg/sec 
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model to water. 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

Make sure the outlet and wall components

clicking on simple boundary condition of each of these componen

Step 7 - Launch AcuSolve  

1. Click Tools > AcuSolve , and for 

2. Select Generate AcuSolve input files

3. Select Launch AcuSolve -

4. Click Ok  

 

Step 8 - Post process in AcuFieldView 

1. Go to Tools → AcuFieldView 

2. Say ‘Ok’ to specify the Log file 

3. Surface pressure contours are displayed 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

Make sure the outlet and wall components are selected as outlet and wall respectively

clicking on simple boundary condition of each of these components.  

, and for Problem name: any name you prefer 

Generate AcuSolve input files - On  

- On  

 

Post process in AcuFieldView  

→ AcuFieldView  

Log file  

Surface pressure contours are displayed  
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are selected as outlet and wall respectively by double 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

You can visualise with streamlines for example using visualisation panels > streamlines > spheres etc

Explore the analysis with different parameters, such as higher mass flow 

of timesteps etc  

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                         

 

You can visualise with streamlines for example using visualisation panels > streamlines > spheres etc

 

Explore the analysis with different parameters, such as higher mass flow rates; increase the number 
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You can visualise with streamlines for example using visualisation panels > streamlines > spheres etc 

increase the number 


